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How is TU Delft linked to Geodesign?

MSc in Architecture, Urbanism & Building Science (BK/AUBS)

+ MSc Geomatics for the Built Environment (BK/GEO)

MSc Geosciences & Applied Earth Sciences (Civil Engineering & Geosciences)
MSc Geomatics for the Built Environment
Motion / Challenge

The importance of 3D (Geo)data is growing. 3D capabilities of tools, models and computing power are (still) limited.

(Urban)Design + (Spatial)Planning and GIS are different worlds.

What is (the role of) Geodesign?
What is GeoDesign? Keywords
What is GeoDesign? /keynotes
What is GeoDesign? /sessions
What is GeoDesign?

Climate  Urban Heat Island
Hydrology  Resilience
Flooding
Land pricing
Participatory Planning
Collaboration
Bottom-up planning
Serious Gaming
Parametric Design
Urban design & Spatial Planning?
Design process
Landscape architecture /design?

BIM  GIS  SDI
Geodata  3D city model
Tools & methods

Serious Gaming

Landscape architecture /design?
What is GeoDesign?

Interdisciplinary:
- Collaboration
- Participatory Planning
- Design process
- Bottom-up planning

Multi-scale:
- Urban design & Spatial Planning?
- Landscape architecture /design?
- Energy
- Integration
- Resilience

Tools & methods:
- BIM
- GIS
- SDI
- 3D city model
- 3D cadastre
- Geodata
- Decision Support Tools
- Parametric Design
- Serious Gaming
- VR/AR
- Tools & methods
- Urban Heat Island
- Hydrology
- Flooding
- Land pricing
- Land pricing
- Climate

SDI
Challenge

What do you think Geodesign is?

Looking forward to the answer at the end of the conference!
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